-Po

California State Library
Sacramento 9,
California

Music Students
Present Recital
Vocal, Instrumental Program
Set for Concert Hall Tonight
The

San

Music

Jose

State

Department will

Student

Recital

this

o’clock in the

8:15

College

present

evening

Concert

a
at

in a

ano,

will

pluie"

by

John

varied

play

"Pardins

program

SAN JOSE STATE COLLECE

pi-

sous

la

Debussy.

Hall.

Fourteen music students will participate

of Vieuxtemps. Donna Crown,

Balch,

bass,

Isis and Osiris,"

will sing "0
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Classroom Solicita
Net Campus Chest $200

of
Flute,"

by Mozart, "Bacchus, God

vocal and instrumental music.
of Mirth
Sandra

Campbell,

and Wine" by Arne and

sophomore
a song by

music major, will

open

Handel.

"Polonaise

in

the proC minor" by Chopin and ilartuk’s

gram playing "Fantasie

In C’

mi"Six

Rumanian

Dances"

will

be

nor for piano by J. S. Bach. Celplayed by pianist June Averente.
list

Marian

Gould

will

play

"Adagio" from "Sonata
Corelli-Schuster.

accompany

will

Three
sung
ombe,

numbers

soprano

Solos

Amid

Shady

the

Handel,

by

will

and

"Sc

"Ridente

la

tu m’arni"

by

Sylvia?"

Reswick,

"Con-

Violins."

be

Per-

violinists Gary

l’atricia Jones,

Carol

Diane

Suhr, Joyce Parsons and pianist

Cox, junior, will

in the "Andante" from

Wayne Nadeau, piano, will close
the

the "Grand Concerta in D minor"

F

program

sharp"

with

"Barcarolle

in

by Chopin.

Reading Contestants
Selected for Finals

The top 20 contestants in yesterday’s tryouts for the Dr. Dorothy
Kaucher Oral Reading Award were selected to enter the semi-final
tryouts Jan. 7. Judges are the oral reading staff of the Speech and
Drama Department.
Of the 50 entrants, those chosen for the semi-finals were:
Lee Devin, William Alexander, Dale Fall’, Loree Arthur,
Stan
Rooney, Bob Montilla, Mary Lou Steffey, Dan Knowles, Barbara

Frosh, Soph
Join Juniors
In Yule Party
Members

of the Freshman

bara

Lois Marie

E.

Karl

Thorup,

Harry

Stephens,

Wayne

Ward,

North,
R.

Olsen,
Cirone,

Dunn,

Walt

Keller and Martin Brugnone.
was

Judging

and

based

on

choice

of material, the reader’s intellectual and emotional understanding

iors for a Christmas Party yester-

classes

ings the
to

After brief

afternoon.

met

sing Christmas

tainment

was

meet-

in Room

carols.

prealded

24

were

served.

party

was

by mem-

Christmas

popcorn

Admission

will

be

a

for

balls

to

the

can of

sent

Exchange

to

for

distribu-

party

the

were

Shirley Hanson, juniors; Geri
sa, Sophomores;

tional

and Al

The

Six

readers

communication

will

be chosen for

the final presentation Jan. 10, and

dents

and

will

receive $50. Stu-

faculty are

invited

these programs. according
Speech

to

to the

Department.

Dor-

Pattison,

’Red Tape’ Ticket
Sales To Continue

graduating

for

February

in

A

Mariani’s.

to

is

Dr.

on the menu,

Rocci

G.

chicken

cloSing

before

reopens

until

school

Jan. 3, according to Bob

man.

The

tickets

for

the

Senior

Revelries

are

$1

the

Gamma

Phi

Garland

House

able mention for

gained
its entry.

for

G.

Leonard
art;

the

contest

production will be presented
12,

17,

18

and 19

Education

Stanley,

their escorts at a cost of $3.25, if

Winner

were given, three
to

decorations.

Fair Day Offered

CLASS ATTENDS PARTY
Bruce

the Sophomore

Carter

called

Class meeting

made

to

adjourn

to

attend

the

open class council Christmas party.

No

committee

reports

as

continues

his

the

ings.

Today’s

congenial

offer-

high

reach

will

Class

adjourned

is

the

as

some,

in

most

other

von

Tea.

Plans

to

will

Jan. 9

for

AWS

Faculty

New

to be held

president
be

Plans

for

the

freshman dance,

to be held Jan. 11, were discussed
yesterday at

the Freshman Class

to Kay

of

discussed

AWS.
at

the

the

Class

Council

Knight Suggests Severe Jail
Sentence for Drunk Drivers
SACRAMENTO,

Christmas

Gov.
party held in Room
to Nan
licity

Goodwin

more probationary

(UP)

J.

Knight

today

Baratini, Freshman

Pub-

mandatory jail

a

tence

drunk

for

drivers

sen-

to com-

chairman.

No Chapel Hour
To Be Held Today
Chapel service

will not be held

too

Student

Union.

bat what the highway patrol called

should

g e t

a new

Knight

said.

all-time

record

of traffic

some

Knight

R.

Caldwell

at

remarked

a

of

worship

service

first Tuesday

will

way

be held

reach a

after Christmas va-

cation, according to the Rev.
Emmet,
pastor.

Presbyterian
’

the

Don

university

fatalities

this

year

judges,"

that "Even
and

callous

criminals have a fear of tampering
mail. Why? Bethey

certainly

are going to he punished far
new

all-time

said

high.

Knight
told

He
could

been

it."

be-

sentences for

had

that mandatory jail
drunk

know

would

tween 3,790 and 3.800 deaths.
Knight

they

drivers only would lead to

said.
said
be

the

applied

same
to

Joseph

the "Y"

to Joyce

reasoning

drunk

driv-

ing.

Salk Signups Reach Second Day

V.

Mahoney,

26,

San
was

when his

publicity

7th

dates by

(UP)

The

was

to

the

streets

on

a party

in the

of Adobe Creek

Lodge

in Los Altos. The group proceeded
to the

lodge from

iI s

It

about

end

according

flipped
100

front

over

to

a n d

yards.

at the crash

was Ma-

is

an Engineering major

Both

lived at 544

at SJS.

Page

St.

their

meeting

Music Lit. Class
Presents Recital

East

Germany threat-

morning for

Music

the

Sur,.ey

Literature Class

at

of

11:30

in the Concert Hal!.

to

Miss

"surprise"

committee

Thursday,

members

Dec.

students

will

20, and

begin

continue

Jan. 2. Classes
will resume on Thursday, Jan, 3.
The Library will be open from
8 a.m. until 6 pm. during the vacation period. On Dec. 19 it will
close at 5:30 p.m. There will be no
classes after 6 p.m. on Dec. 19.
until Wednesday,

communist- niter!.

the

Ball

continued

the Civic

invited to attend accord-

for

three

party

as a

ing to W.

. I

are

nominally

II t rte. s. East

to world

Gibson Walters, associ-

ate professor of music.

in

Eu-

on the other hand, Is

section of
There

develop into a threat

Russian

peace.

14

were

dis Wed

country.

comparatisely

Troops

in

Poland

few
a nd

when the rebellion broke

that which out there.
led to the revolts in Poland and
In East Germany, Russia mainHungary, is mounting throughout tains an army of 2i’ divizions,
East Germany.
numbering perhaps 400,000 men.
Fraud German Defense MinisThey are really occupation troops,
ter Willy steel% announced on because no German peace treaty
Sunday t h
t his gevernment has been signed.
had taken new security 111
If a revolt broke out In East
son.. ars
a safeguard
against
Germany, there is no doubt that
Student

is

unrest,

rebellion.

the entire Russian forces

West German Government

about

as

East German

ger

like

of an

worried

as

Reds over

are

the

the dan-

uprising.

would

rebels in
lllll re rot himq attack

be thrown against the

an

ey

than

that

in

Hungary.

It is entirely possible that

West

and Hun- Germans, acting as individuals,
gary were welcomed throughout might cross the dividing line to
the Western World. RIO the posi- Join in the revolt.
tion of East Germany is different.
Even if they did not, the situaPoland and Hungary. though tion would be dangerous enough.
in Poland

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

and as a stimulus

good work

by

the

Dance, Feb.

Auditorium,

11

and the

May

10."

Russia Rejects ’Tank’ Protest

States Monday in time to spend and concentrated 90 per cent of its
their first Christmas with their gunmen on the tense border with
and were entertained by the songs against the recent stationing of new fathers and mothers.
northern Ireland, police said Monof Jim Gault, junior health major, Soviet tanks in front of the AmeriThe orphans arrived here early day.
who also led community singing.
can legation in Budapest.
Monday aboard a Pan American
Tickets at $2 a couple were sold
This information came to light
Soviet
Charge D’Affaires Ser1)C7C chartered by Oregon farmto SAC members to finance the
gel R. Striganov said the Amerier Harry Holt, whose hobby it is In weekend police swoops on both
celebration.
can complaint of Dec. 6 was "an to find new parents for Korean sides of the border in a crackdown
unjustified attempt to interfere orphans. He has adopted eight to prevent further violence like
that which rocked the northern
In t h e relations between t he himself.
six counties last week.
U.S.S.R.
and
the
II
ungarian
Faculty members are reminded
Peoples
Republic."
HUNGARIAN
that students cannot be excused
NEiint. TALK SHOP
He also charged that the Hunfrom classes on Wednesday, Dec.
WASHINGTON,
Americans
Gli:rrYSBURG.
Pa.
Presi19, without official authorization, garian re v oJ t -was stimulated are lagging in their contributions
according to the office of Fred from the outside. But he did not to the Red Cross Hungarian Re- dent Eisenhower and Prime MinisNehru
of India
F. Harcleroad, dean of instruction.
directly accuse the United States lief Fund and food stocks for the ter
Elsenhosver’s farm
Classes will be in session through- of stirring it up.
Hungarian needy have grown danmembers

square

WASHINGTON

danced

Russia Mon-

day flatly rejected a U.S.

protest

Full Day On Tap

FUND LAG8

Senior Grad Fees Due

a

there might

long.

growing

the situation

The revolts

Bud

chairman, and

worked

planning

ulty are

Dean,

is

ropean capitals that

The

A piano recital will be presented
this

Europe before
feeling

poiusIble

All interested students and fac-

Coronation
for

when

honey’s brother, Jerome, who also

when

Antonio

secret

The

to collapse,

Present

Friday night.

Tap Room

over

Donna Dean,

chairman.

and San

Strip and rolled

The second group of 1000 perApproximately 50 persons signed the second group up to 1000 perout the entire day, except after
The
United States
had comsans will receive their first shots
up for Salk vaccine polio vacci- sons. The shots cost $1 each.
6 p.m.
plained that Russia posted tanks
Duritsg the original registration the last two week:: of January, and
nations in the Student Affairs
before
the American
legation in
Office yesterday during the fir.-A period last month 1551 persons their second shots the first two
Budapest during a demonstration
weeks of February.
of three day* of a limited regis- registered for the vaccinations.
in the streets of the Hungarian
already
The complete polio vaccination
Tommorow is the last day for
tration period.
One thousand persons
According to Dr. Thomas J have received their first of two program consists of three shots. seniors who plan to be graduated capital.
-Gray, health officer, 499 students, injections and will be given their according to Dr. Gray, but since in January, 1957 toipay their gradfaculty members, and college em- shots when they return from the third shot must follow the uation and activity fees. The fees KOREAN ORPHANS ARRIVE
ployes will be able to sign up for Christmas vacation. The second second by seven months it won’t are payable in the Student Affairs
SAN FRANCISCO,
Eightyuntil next
Bossiness Office. according to Tom
!line Korean War orphans headed
the first two in a series of three shot must follow the first within I be glen on campus
fall
polio vaccinations, enough to bring four to six weeks.
Bonetti, Senior Class president.
for their new homes in the United

a

faculty

East Germany May Be
Next European Hot Spot

several times.

rolled

we

governor’s staff meeting that high-

Next chapel

at

Jose State Engineering senior

witnesses.

Social Affairs Committee members

SAC

hardened

meet

according

Racing Crash
Kills Student

seemed

"surprise" was revealed

Centennial Ball,

new

pointed out

most

cause
vacation.

maybe

made his suggestion afthe

girls will

6:30 p.m.,

Mahoney’s car had just clocked

SAC on the Reg

high.

with the federal
this week due to the nearness
Christmas

be-

ter Highway Patrol Commissioner
B.

is

of the

reward for "effort put forth on the

deaths this year.
Knight

hoard

the entrance

SAC Reward
Is Party Pest

at
"If

in rushing was held last week.
Anyone wishing to know more
Holland, Junior Panhellenic pent. about the cost involved in joindent. Miss Bethel M. Frey, assis- ing a sorority is asked to contact
tant professor of education and Miss Helen Dimmick,
assocate
advisor for the group, will accom- dean of students, in the Activities
pany the carolers.
Office.
The

at

129 m.p h.

weeks

sentences

that’s the case,

all girls interested

A nueing for

Christmas vacation for
and

Gerninny,

In

his

ing given by judges who feel the
penalty is

follow on Feb. 17.

houses

pital tonight.

area In

APh10 carpool

located

Fisher,

24, according
suggested

Feb.

Rosa Drag

home.

place.

meeting.

meeting before the class adjourned
to

officially

independent

Acocrding

PLAN DANCE

Carols for patients at County llos-

begins

ens to become the most dangerous

this year

16, according

Tillow,

Rushing

12 and 13 with registration. Open

racing car overturned at the Santa

attend the party.
FROSII

acation

group assembled at the corner of

agenda

Women’s

t h e

on January

!orates.
The

Next on

Years

given, since nothing new had occurred.

Vaughn.

as yesterday. Gentle winds will
blow

conducting a car-

weatherman

around 68, Just about the same

were

SerVICP

Omega,

seeking a ride

and their

Chairman of this year’s contest
was Eloise

for today

to

order yesterday, and a motion was

was Cordelia

in store

More fair weather is
President

of the contest

last year

Christmas

Holidays Start
On Thursday

who are

The

Activi-

ties Office today.

slug

of

registration in February.

killed instantly Sunday

they bring the receipts from their
activity fees to the Student

will

be

the actual time

and want riders and for students

The

Christmas

and one perpetual

the winning door

Dailey Auditorium.

Phi

workmanship,

to the

Four trophies
permanent

sororities

Lanning. Grades will

confirmed at

McKenzie,

theme.

Jan.

in Morris

Barbara

Division;

entries were judged on the

adherance

of the Junior Panhel-

according to Panhellenic President

lenic and pledges from the various

pool for students who are driv-

associate professor of speech.

basis of orginality,

Members

were

head of

professor of

and Dr. Ruth II.

fees may obtain extra tickets for
11,

Alpha

on sale

in the Student Affairs officer The

Vacation Carpool
ing home for Christmas

and
tickets are

honor-

fraternity, is
Judges

Panhellenics
Provide Yule
Music Tonight

Beta

for

general admission and 75 cents for
students. The

Graduates

of

entry.

1957

Class adviser.
who have paid their

Alpha Phi sorority walked off yesterday with high honors in the
door decoration contest with Alpha Omicron Pi coming
second and Gamma Phi Beta, third.
There were 41 entries in the contest, the most ever entered. The
Alpha Phi entry, designed by Ginny Biondi, consisted of two large,
abstract Christmas ornaments. The Alpha Omicron Pi design was
a Nativity scene done in copper. A modern copper angel was the

The
of

Blaisdell

annual AWS

Teacher

noon,

ity

Alpha Phi Wins Annual
Decoration Competition

the

according

Pisan,

president

photo

C ontinue until tomorrow after-

edition
dinner

of Alpha,Phl, the first place
winner. On the left Is Eloise Vaughn, chairman of the event. On the
von
TIllow,
AWS
president.
right it Kay

William G. Sweeney,

sales

Sheldon. Revelries publicity chair31. at

receiving the first place trophy and the
AWS Christmas door decoration

the annual

McKim.

Dr.

ticket

will be held on Thursday evening,
Jan.

for

Gerry

will

Tape"

SITE SELECTED
Dinner-Dance

is

contest

theme

"Red

January

seniors

and

presenta-

with the audience.

Freshman.
DANCE

skills

Intent,

the

tion to a needy family.
Chairmen

the author’s

the winner

25 cents or

food. which

of

Enter-

bers of each class. w
Refreshments of

Shown

trophy

Robinson, Phillip Upton, Elizabeth

Sophomore classes joined the Jun-

day

I "sierelllb MR NW 411111111111614
FIRST PLACE
perpetual

Sylvia

Jim

Bar-

places

Pre-Rush Signups
Today, Tomorrow

- -

Hartman,

Yesterday’s dissioorn solicita- Committee, San Jo.e State Col- should beg.ii toda), along with
program netted Campus Chest lege, San Jose 14, California," he tabulation of the Campus Chest
approximately $200, Hob Baron, stated.
Containers put in popular
assistant activities officer and facThe total for the drive, already
in and about campus.
ulty adviser to the Campus Chest more than any drive has collected
Contributions were still coming
Committee reported late yester- in San JOSe
State haitOry, still
into Baron’s office from the perday.
remains near $1500 as no counting sonal solicitations drive late yes"Since many classrooms weren’t
could be done over the weekend
terday.
solicited and due
to the
large
Don Smith, treasurer for the
"We hope the many team capnumber of professors giving ex- drive, reports that mailed contri- tains and organizations that have
aminations, students may still mail bution* are starting to arrive in contributed en mass to Campus
contributions to the Campus Chest liege numbers, and that counting ()lest will turn in their funds on
or before Wednesday morning so
we can have a total by Wedneaday afternoon," Baron stated. Not
all the proceeds from the faculty
auction, nor all the box social returns have come into the Student
Activities Office, Room 114. Baron
reports.
Pre-rush sign-ups for prospec- from 10:30 a.m. until noon tomorMany students were either off
tive sorority members are being row.
campus at the time of yesterday’s
conducted in the Outer Quad toAny freshman. sophonese o r solicitation in classrooms. or al.
day and tomorrow. Girls interested first semester junior is eligible to
ready had left for Christmas vain rushing should sign between rush providing she has an overall
cation, he cmtinued.
10:30 a.m.-230 p.m.
today, and grade
point
aserage
of 2.0 or
Bob Ilosfeldt, campus chest
above.
drive chairman, felt the drive
would be even trade successful
Girls who are unsure about their
next year if it wasn’t scheduled
grades. but think they will be eliso close to Christmas.
gible, are encouraged to sign-up,
tion

play the

Vivaldi’s

Four

will

will

and

Rhonda Linstedt.

Violinist

-

from

for

formers

Pergolerd.

be heard

Gretry,

is

violin quartet

certo

by

sing

by

"Who

"Allegro"

"Here

d n"

sommeille"

A

Sandra

be

V.

Miwarts

cilium,"

tout

Schubert’s

will be

Ghent will

"Amarilli" by Caccini, "Tandis que

Patricia Col-

accompanied

Campbell.

Tenor William

No. 5" by

the cello number.

%veal

by

the

Joan Goodwin

0.56
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from "The Magic

gerously

low.

Jawaharlal
arrived it Mr.
here Monday for

informal

man-

to-man talks on a broad rarge of

International Red Cross In problems.
reports that present food
President Eisenhower also ansupplies for the feeding program
in Hungary will no! last beyond nounced plans to invite Marshal
Tito of Yugoslavia to visit the
Jan. is.
United States sometime next year,
diplomatic sources said.
The

Vienna

IRISH MORILIZE

DUBLIN,
The outlawed Irish
No firm arrangements have
Republican Army (IRA’ has or- been worked out yet and no date
dered a countrywide mobilization has been set.

IA

Spaztatza

I LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

as lively as was as silent and

resort
By PATI BARATINI
; his speech? Does
The audience
to slapstick routines to capture
a tomb. The speaker interest ?
was trying his best to convince
Is required to
his listeners( ?, that Urdu is the tend a lel
then

SAN JOSE

STATE COLLEGE
Page 2
Tuesday December 18, 1956
EDITORIAL
’Messiah --a Wonderful Tradition
toforiustmudentproved
totybeaidtootownspeople flocked
asto anhearMorri
overfs lowMessi
audieAudi
nce
s
.
facul
ah- on Sunday.
Thi
s
i
s
not
a
pl
e
a
juexcerpt
st thinksit from
is wondc..fulMessithatah’. was so well received.
Handels and’s most
successf
ueleoratori
a was beautifully performedsym-by
thephonyMen’
Women’
s
Gl
Cl
u
b,
orchest
raGi.bmsonder Walters, respecti
of Dr.velyRussel
l Harrison, Wil iam J.
Erlendson
and
.
advocate
that on theMessi
ah"campus.
becomeThe standi
traditinog-room-onl
nal featurey
ofauditheeWe
Chri
s
t
m
as
season
SJS
nce atexperi
Sunday’
s performance wil attest to the fact that it is a
wonderful
e
nce.
itself.
The The
choirgreat
obviousl"Haly leenjluojayedh" chorus
performialnogneitisas
Dailey

most useful of all languages. But
the poor guy might..as will have
been talking to a brick wall.
Nails were being po lishe d.
letters written. and SPARTAN
DAILIES being read. Commeheu.
Sion and atteotion were completely lacking.
If you ask these people why
they attend the kvtutes, their replies wiii be varied. The most frequently heard is "I have a speech
report due." Another one is "My
teacher required attendance." But
the best I
71 couldn’t
afford the Coop and wanted to
finish this article in ’Playboy’."
asked why they didn’t
appreciate the speech. the often
heard reply is "Golly, he didn’t
start with a joke and I lost interest.’
One rule speakers must follow
is to "provide situations conducive
to motivation." To capture the
student’s interest, do they have to
resort to a detailed explanation
of why they should pay attention,
after which the poor guy has
neither time nor energy to deliver

small once again

The

for a new auditorium. We
our Music Department’s production of

The

a cappella choir and the

the direction

The

heard is

a

enjoyed hearing it.

Spirit of Christmas on Campus

and the feelhave
ing ofdonated
brotherlsoy
lmuch
ove, weof theiwishr titomepraiof slaetecampus
to bring a deal of
of a pat on the back eHE yowl /..00y, LIKE MUCN co BUT YOU SHOULD GEE
for
t
h
e
happi
n
ess
they
have
brought
to
many
of
EDrIE rtEa 60 UP AFTER 114051 RE80u1406.partieCls aissn theicounci
r chapter
houses.
l
s
are
to
be
congratul
a
ted
for
thei
r
work
pari
tmas biukets for needy families.
jasoinmuch
edng iChri
n plesasure
have trecei
ved SE Faculty Council Approves’ Resolution Recommending
from
deeds
as
t
h
ose
who
have
benefi
ed
them.
Removal of State Foreign Language Clause by Wahlquist
one or
In keeping with the Christmas spirit
organizations that
great
happiness to underprivileged children.
Our fraternities and sororities are desrving
these children through

-

-

Bookstore Issue

Dear Thrust and Party
Re: The Good Coffee
Good
Foreign Relations Policy.
We hate to make this statement,
but maybe if our Good Coffee
Good Foreign Relations Policy is
at stake. there must come to the
fore at least one or two patriotic
individuals.

Dear Thrust and Parry:
The SPARTAN DAILY has
taken a stand on the Spartan
Bookstore issue. It published a
stand in an article concerning its
stand. It refused. however, to
the facts for the opposition
stand. It refused even to clarify
many misconceptions about this
Thehow do we Coop dwell- stand, even where these misconceptions were shown to be detriers
mental to the ASH. The editor not
or any other only chose to ignore the opposition, but chose to ridicule and misWe urge all with like senti- quote it editorally.
In
ments to wire, write, or phone the
TICS.
Brazilian consulate in order to
I
make amends for any persons who
might have sent home any biased
I.
ASB presiopinion about our San Jose
dent :old Council see to it that
coffee. At the same time, we their
should consider an immediate boy.
Student
cot on the above mentioned estab- Government apathy’:
lishment, so that pa.mnization
2
being sub- interested in the students it now
cannot he classified
versive.
advises, why did it not publish
The Ilaige and liaige Bros. this information a long time
ago
ASB 131, ASH 6357
and ask for action? Is this not

pub-

lish
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State representatives attend
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Weak Government?

Dear Thrust and F’ai’r
Why is our Student Government

Why

weak?
has it no voice? At
the University of California the
Student Government is strong. Its
voice is listened to and respected
throughout the state. The same is
true of other schools no larger
than ourselves Stanford, UCLA,
USC. University of Oregon, Oregon State and the University of
jdaho. This is true only because
these schools Student Government
thinks positively. acts positively
and demands respect. These
schools maintain a tradition of
Student Government and
thus maintain a 1-troel.: voice.

at

stroHerng e at San Jose state, Studentof no GosIt hearnsmentonlweaky thhaes tralidittltandioen
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yet

spat hy?
3. How can the SPARTAN
DAILY oppose stronger, progressive student government now, when
at election time it criticizes the
lack of student interest?
If these are answered, I have
many more. Let’s all find out
where we are now, and think
where we are headed.
John Sellers, ASB 6360
- - Phi Kappa Phi is open to students and scholars in all areas of
learning. High scholarship
character are qualities sought in
its membership. President John T.
Wahlqiikt k a charter member.
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By ROSALIND BERTHOLD -Any studen mayay elect to take

thought,

This clause prohibits state colleges from requiring a foreign
language for graduation, but the
college departments and the advisors may still recommend foreign languages for graduation. according to Dr. Weslef Goddard,
associate professor of Modern
Languages and member of - the
Faculty Council.

more courses in foreign
language and all students shall be
fully advised of the need for a
knowledge of foreign language in
certain vocations. and professions,
as a prerequisite for unqualified
admission to or completion of
graduate programs in those subjects in which universities require
a knowledge of foreii’m language."
Many advisers at San Jose State
do recommend a foreign language
because they believe it fulfills the
majors.
need of students in
a speeiat subcommittee

The clause,
5, Article
the Administrathe Code. reads, "Foreign
language
a OatI’ COIlege a,
condidon to graduation.

- Of the 35 department heads and
advisers contacted, 24 said they
recommend foreign languages to
their students. And 19 of these 35

4,Language.SectioNon 9fr1foo6m,reofiTiLntle
shall be raequired by

at

March 3,
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favored tile n-quit ing
furcigh
languages for graduation, according to Dr. Goddard.
"The Faculty Council is not
recommending that foreign language be made a requirement for
everyone," said Dr. Goddard.
"But the
the

OutIn byby

9:00
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SECOND end

Council wants

abltheheiecrotntiominlriued.sequi’dualre what they feel
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SAN CARLOS

(Right behind

state college departments to he

We give S & H Green Stamps

students need,"

DINNER SPECIAL

Large85cof MAI0c

BREADED VEAL CUTLET’,
SOUP
POTATOES
VEGETABLE
BREAD II BUTTER

It may- be of interest that 85’;
of all colleges and universities in
the United States do require a
foreign langtelgc for all A.B. candidates, he said.
Dr. Goddard believes there are
foreign language courses taught at State.
A student may he able to 1)
in his
world.
gain
3)

Bottle

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUL
S_AI

545 S. 2nd St.

Hours 7 A.M. to

Russian Air Build-up Causes Fake

Belief That Autocracy Is Superior
.,:poKANE.
The tn.itt d
t Ii
nut, It-acclaimed
sudden build-up of Russian air Russian Bison long-range jet," he
power has caused a false belief a said. "The Bison development was
that the Soviet autocratic system started after the B-52 and was
is superior to American’s competi- finished after it. The Russian
tive system in developing national plane followed the general lines of
defense weapons, Harold Mans- our earlier development and is not
field, Boeing Airplane Company as refined as the B-32.
official, said Friday.
"If you’re comparing developMansfield, at a press conference. ment time,
Russians spent at
struck at critics who contend it least as long a period developing
takes too long to develop’ new the Bison as we spent on the jet
planes and who advocate a "czar" version of the B-52," he said. "If
to rule U. S. plane development.
you’re co m pa ring production
"The development of the B-52 quantities, you really are comparintercontinental bomber is one of ing the countries’ willingness to
the greatest examples yet of spend money for more planes,
American enterprise and is un- rather than their capabilities."

the

The Faculty Council voted unanimously in favor of the recommendation to remove the
manditery foreign language when the department advised it, for the following reasons:
11 Some f a culty members
thought that a foreign language
is esceedingly desireable for sir’.
dents in
majors. 2) Some
members thought that it was unfair for one subject to be prohibited. 3) And some faculty members
thought that the departments
should have the freedom to decide
what its majors need. according 1,ƒ
Dr. Goddard. ,
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HAVE A REAL CIGARETTE... kute (Comet!
go for Camels because i want a real cigarettd- not iust tads and
fancy stufr. Camel’s the one smoke I’ve found that never lets me down."
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action,
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1879.

students,

Sta..

Pk. college

wƒth ens

*gemination period.

arc now the total h I,,

group of students in

the state.
we have less voice, as
group.
than many smaller institution.
We
a firm stand. We
must begin now to speak for ourselves, positively and assurdedly.
An issue now exists where we
this
Our Student
Government can ignore pressure
placed upon it and assume control
of our bookstore.
An amendment to the by -1.ivc.
can give us control of tlw Spartan Shop Board
remove
faculty control. It ran return
what is ours. This will take on!)
a firm stand. a stand which is not
affected by pressure. This stand
will begin
tradition of Positive
actin,. 11 will gain respect by all-1
It wid help us to
we ms.-t have as an effectne
Student Government.
Robert I., Yin. ASB
Wanda Krikava. ASB 3321
Peter Beim, ASS 953

may take
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State College

"We.

no reason for him
attend-- someone please lend
Coop!

--

A resolution recommending that
President John T. Wahlquist remove a clause concerning foreign
languages in the California Administrative Code was passed by
the Faculty Council last month.

Good Coffee?

niind to pay attention.
An hour or so
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worth hearing by
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by Dick Bible,
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Sal Orlando
Elenor Tognoli
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difference! The
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Spartans Bow After Five Wins
Sounding Off
By DON DECKER
Attendaoce at the smoothly-run 20th Nouce Boxing Tournament
was disappointing. The Spartan Gym was little better than half-filled
For the opening round Thursday night. On Saturday, or the finals,
there were a surprising number of empty seats.
A few years ago, if you didn’t get there well before starting
time of the first bout. you didn’t get in. or if you did, you would
have to stand. Of course, then. there was more to the tourney than
just boxing.
Like the Wow Bowl and the East-Mest football game, the
Novice watt not only a colorful show because of the athletic end,
but also because of the pageantry that went along with it.

k

Evansville
Topples
SJS Five

In those years, as was true this year, various campus organizations sponsored teams. But they didn’t stop there. Organized rooting
sections were set up and the best rooting section was awarded a
trophy. Competition for this trophy was keen. Perhaps too much so.
The organizations, largely Greeks, put on quite a show.
They wore costumes and went as far as painting themselves.
Before the starting bout on the final night of the tourney, the rooting sections would form in mass formation outside the gym. Then.
group by group. they treked in.

The Grand Parade
Replete with noisemakers and outlandish garb, they paraded
about the ring before they took their places in the upstairs sections.
The entrance of the rooting sections was as big an attraction as any
of the bouts.
With each group trying to outdo the other, imaginations were
taxed, but they always managed to come up with something unusual. One group we can remember, it was a sorority and a fraternity
in cahoots on the thing, painted their skin green to a man and
woman.
Can’t reran whether they were supposed to be from the moon,
but that was the general impression.
Once in their places, a din of noise commenced that did not subside until after the final bout. All the groups were trying to convince
the judges they had the best rooting section.
It was hard to think, but enjoyable. When one of the boxers so
much as raised a hand, the organization that boxer represented
promptly went into vocal hysteria. Other sections would not restrict
their yelling simply because they did not happen to have a boxer in
the ring at the time.
They would take sides. and several times one rooting section
mould be in tight vocal battle with the entire rest of the rooting
sections.
With all the noise the bouts were just that much more exciting.
The crowd always is part of the athletic event. We don’t think even
a dream title bout, say Jack Dempsey against Joe Louis, would be
half as exciting without a large crowd voicing their sentiments.

Just Boxing Now
Take the pageantry away from the East-West game and you
have left what is not much more than just andther football game.
With the organized rooting sections gone from the Novice Tourney,
you have just another boxing tournament.
We don’t mean to criticize Julie Menendez by saying the Novice
affair Isn’t what it used to be. On the contrary, he is to be congratulated for doing another great job of running the tournament.
The coaches and all who had a hand In the show also are to
slble for the elimination of the reciting section.. lie would Ilke
he commended for a job done well. Coach Menendez was not re.ponto see them back. Rather, it was the Greek organizations viho
decided not to continue.
It was too time consuming, the rooting sections had gotten too

far out of hand. they felt. The I.F.C. decided to cut them out
altogether.
So without pageantry, color, etc. etc., the Novice has suffered.
We hope the Greeks see their way clear to sanctioning rooting
sections next year. It makes the whole thing a bigger and better
,attraction.

.s ohm .s Ti e tip It tilt Fresno
IUPI A nucleus of
Filk:SNO
players for the 1957 Fresno club
of the California Baseball League
will be supplied by the Sacramento Solons of the Pacific Coast
League.
The limited plaver working
agreement with the Soions was
disclosed today by Loren H.
McFarland, president of the
Create] Fiesno Youth Foundth ion

Purple Aces Register
81-73 Victory: Snap
Raider Win Streak

As it must to all teams, defeat
came to the San Jose State basketball team last night. Evansville
handed the touring Spartans then
first setback of the season after
five consecutive wins, 81-73, in
Evansville.
Playing the second game of the
four-tilt road tour, the Spartans
ran into a brilliant second half
shooting exhibition by the Purple
Aces.
The score was tied 11 times
during the first half and the two
clubs left the floor at the halftime intermission tied, 40-40.
The Aces returned to action in
the second half and hit nine of
their first 12 shots. Oen with the
Evansville hot streak, Coach Walt
McPherson’s quintet managed to
stay with the Aces tieing the
TURN ABOUTBill Russell, too time All-American eager at the count at 50-50, before the host
University of San Francisco, made a speciality of blocking opponent.’
shots. Here Russell has one of his own attempts foiled by Bill club went ahead to stay.
Taylor of the University of Santa Clara durag the Chicago preGil Egeland, who returned to
holiday tournament. Russell %VOA perfornsing for the Olympic basketform after being halted by Valball team that whipped the Broncos, 97-07.
parts Friday night, paced Spartan
scorers with 20 points. Ed Diaz
contributed 18 markers and now
has 38 points in his last two
games.
Mary Branstrom and Don Rye
each pumped in 12 points for the
Daily Report on Spartan Athletics
SJS cause while George Wagner
hit eight digits and Denny Ilarris.
Tuesday, December 18, 1966
SPARTAN DAILY Page 3 two.
Both Egeland and Rye fouled
out of the game in the fading
minutes when their scoring punch
could have been used to ignite a
Spartan rally.
The Aces had three scorers in
double figures. Jim Smallins led
Winning is a habit with the San
The Spartans won the tourney the parade with 22 points while
Jose State wrestlers when it for the tenth straight time at Clyde Cox hit 20 and John liarcomes to the Pacific Association Spartan G y m Saturday. The rawood tanked 19. The trio were
AAU Novice wrestling tournathe Aces’ leading seasonal scorers
tournament has been in existence
ment.
last year.
for just 10 years.
The Spartans arrived by plane
Winners for San Jose were Dick in St. Louis this morning and
will take on Washington UniversiWedge at 115 lbs. George Kotsubo,
ty tonight. They move on to OkA meeting has been called by
130 Km., John Regaled, 137 lbs.. lahoma City Thursday night to
Bud Winter. S a n Jose State
Donn Mall, 157 lbs., a n d Bill meet nationally ranked Oklahoma
track and field coach, for 7:30
City University, and will arrive
o’clock tonight in Room 201 of Sickels, 191 lbs.
home at 9:37 p.m. Friday.
the Men’s Gym. Winter, who
Three
other
Spartans
were
deh a a just returned I r 0 m the
feated in the final round. In two
Two trees which stand by the
Olympic Games, asks all interested track athletes and prim- cases the title went to SJS as L. Audio-Visual barracks were dediD. Bennett was defeated by Re- cated to San Jose State by the
pectise managers to report to
galado, and Connie Rushing was graduating classes of December
this meeting.
pinned by Mall.
and May 11036.

Pitch took over the club after the
St. Louis Cardinals dropped the

franchise in Fresno.
McFarland said the Foundation
also will have plap-r agreements
with two other clubs affiliated
with Sacramento. ’r hey are
Eugene. Ore., of the Northwest
League and Amarillo. Tex . Western League champions last season
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The Brothers of
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Raider Grapplers Keep
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Notre Dame Conducts Poll

Wire% 149es
t.01 CMI5
ctudent4 Only

Colleges Tab All-Americans

By DICK O’CONNOR
Th e Notre Dame Scholastic
PLAYING CARDS
Magazine announced its first annual All-American football team
and it looks very much like most
A Month
of tilt other All-American teams
Play after class for
that have been selected.
$1.00
This is the first attempt of
the college sports staffs in the
(after 2:00 p.m.)
field of picking all teams and it
Hillview Golf
contains the opinions of over 275
college newspapers.
Course
The SPARTAN DAILY particiSAN JOSE
TULLY ROAD
pated in the poll and differed in
several spots from the final results.
In explaining the results of the
poll, the ND Scholastic Magazine
says, "We believe that it is every
bit as accurate as any other AllCALIFORNIA
American team."
The poll covered schools both
"A WOMAN’S DEVOTION"
big and little with a vote from
Ralph Mellet Janice Rola
the University of Oklahoma or
Alsn
Tenneessee being counted along
"SCANDAL. INC."
with those from Slippery Rock and
othet small colleges.
The backfield contains Pail
Hornung of Norte Dame, John
THE AMBASSADOR’S
Majors of Tenneesee, Tommy
DAUGHTER"
MacDonald of Oklahoma and
Ha;
ohn
Frtt
Maio a.
Paige Cothereof Mississippi.
The SPARTAN DAILY agreed
"ADORABLE CREATURES"
Stni-Innt Rates
’ with all save Cothern. We substituted Jim Brown of Syracuse.
Any resemblance between the
Scholastic survey’s lint. and that
SARATOGA
picked by the SJS sports staff was
THE PROUD
an accident.
AND PROFANE"
Scholastic had Pittsburgh’s Joe
Walton
Michigan’s Ron KraWilliam Holden Deborah Karr
Student Rates
mer at ends. We liked Tom
Maentz of Michigan and Buddy
I Cruse of Tennesee at the flank
spots.
The ND publication listed John
"Between Heaven & Hell"
Witte of Oregon State and John
Wane,
Trot).
Robvt
Moore
Sandusky of Maryland at tackles.
The peerless pieVers of the SD
"GARY"
I went with Witte but missed the

$5.00

late - Show Slate-

boat by choosing Earl Leggett of
LSU.
"Player of the Year" in the
Scholastic Magazine was guard
Jim Parker of Ohio State. San
Jose State went with Parker but
selected Hornung as islayer of
the year.

California, John Brodie and Paul
Wiggin of Stanford. All were
selected on the second team.
Wiggin was a Thrust and Parry
MI Amercian at San Jose State.

Honorable mention went to
Esker Harris and Jim Matheny
The other guard. according to of UCLA.
the SPARTAN DAILY was Vern
Coach of the year honors went
to the remarkable Bowden Wyatt
of Tennessee. A Vol alum, schooled
in the Bob Neyland single-wing,
Wyatt took the Vols Tennessee
team from a dismal 1935 season
to an undefeated 1956 year.
The SPARTAN DAILY vote for
.1 "Coach of the Year" went to
, Henry "Red" Sanders of UCLA.
1 The selection was based on Sandors come-throu6 performance
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Oops!!! It’s Time
Again for a
MERRY CHRISTMAS

TOWNE

ad

with a team riddled by eligibility
penelties.
So, that was it. The scholastic
All American. We were surprisi.I
they came so close to what is
considered to be the conscscus
All American.
After reading the sports pages
of other college dailies, we think
that some of the lists submitted
were duplicates of a starting
lineup of that schools team.
No San Jose State player was
selected. We didn’t select any
either.
A note of consolation comes
from the State Press, the college
paper at Arizona State College .
San Jose’s Bob Reinhart and
Art Powell were named to the
All Opponet team of the Sun
Devils

KAPPA ALPHA

gin Sr
IT4170004.

PAUL WIGGEN
... second Team
Ellison of Oregon State.
We looked and looked for the
name of Ellison in the Scholastic AA hut he didn’t make it.
Bill Glass of Baylor was the
magazine select ion.
At center. Oklahoma’s Jer
Tubbs w a s everyones choi
Eveii(one except us, that is. We
picked John Matsko of Michigan
State. Matsko was a second team
choice at ND.
Other West Coast gridders
making the first three teams in
the poll were Jon Arnett and C. R.

end
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Guests to Discover
Need of Engineers
At Dept. Open House
Ry TOM LAKIMORE

Future engineer, who visit San
Jose State’s Engineering Open
House Jan. 3-5 will discover that
prospectiv e employment oppor unities for engineers are among the
top in the nation.
The Open House is designed to
inform prospective engineers still
in high school and junior cvilleges,
a, well as the general public, of
the many advantages of engineering as a profession.
The department will conduct
tours through the engineering
building giving visitors a chance
to see the facilities of SJS.

Dinner

HAVENLY FOODS

Have you tried our
CHEF’S SPECIAL
STEAK
DINNER 1.85
Se,ed

e e
On Risotto?* N. of Julian -CY 34442

1

Telectro Tape
Recorder
Heres what you’ve always
wanted. Buy at this lowest
price ever.

$7995

*V6e give tithlI Green Stamps
*First National Credit Plan
a% ailable.
CdTplIS

Musk Co.

50 SOUTH FIRST STREET

opowAwareeiel
FOR ALL KINDS
OF XMAS GIFTS

McCarthy;

1
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z

Featuring:

0 Costume Jewelry
Figurines
Music Boxes
St.
I Montgomery
12 San Antonio
Hotel Bldg.
W.

CY 7-3923

I KAIDONS0110%41006-V

lass !fid
FOR KENT

605 S. 11th St. Share
room and board. Three men students. f’y 2-8580.

Good for 20’, Discount When Presented With
SJS Student Body Card (Dry Cleaning Only)

With only the fuselage to start
with, memliers of the Institute of
Aeronautical Sciences and members of Alpha Eta Rho. SJS flying
fraternity, plan to reconstruct the
famous Montgomery glider and
put it on display for the Centennial celebration in May.
The damifged glider, now being
kept by the University of Santa

Radio-TV Man
Lectures Here

Clara, is the same type as that
reportedly flown by John J. Montgomery, Santa Clara professor of
physics, 10 years before t he
Wright brothers made their first
flight.

Sparta Key Sale
Continues Today
Only a few copies of the 195657 Centennial Sparta Key, t h e
student-faculty directory, are left,
according to Dick Robinson. president of the Public Relations Committee.
The Key is on sale today for 50
cents in the Outer Quad, the patio
in front of the Home Economics
Building, in the California Book
Store and Spartan Shop.

County Orphans
To Be Entertained
By Greek Groups

week after we get back from
Christmas vacation." said Alcoek.
Payments and signups for the
first trip, Jan. 11-13, are being
taken in the Student Affairs Office.

MEETINGS

at 8.30 o’clock in 1144.
Christian Science

Miss

professor of home economics. has
Typing: All kinds, fast service.
appointed chairman of the
Reasonable. Electric typewriter. Recruitment Committee for t h e
Call Carol, CT 4-9326.
By Section of the American Hume
Economics Association.
FOR SALE
’57 Ford. Call Ralph Kenley, CT 3Pegasus, a literary honor society
5591. Evenings or early mornings.
sponsored by the English Depart-

been

Organization

Will meet tonight at 7:30 o’clock
in the College Chapel.
Industrial Arts Club will meet
today at 11:30 a.m. in the I.A.
Lecture Room.
Lutheran

HUNGRY after trek tb free.
dun, Hungarian refugee girl
munches bread after arming
In Austria. (International)

Party Called Off

Faculty members of the Social
Science Division have decided by
an "overwhelming vote" to cancel
their annual Christmas party for
this year. "The allocated funds
will be sent instead to }fungal an
relief," Social Committee ChairRiders to LA. Phone CT 4-7158. ment, IS now working on the an- man Dr. Ifoo.ard F. Gregor, assisLeaving Dec. 21.
nual literary magazine of the Col- tant professor of geography, explained yesterday.
lege, "The Reed.-

CYpress 5-8763

Newest and Most Modern in San Jose

LTMBERIS
CAFETERIA
St

E. San Fernando St.
Open 6 a ’r .t p.m. Mon. - Sat.

NEW BLOSSOM GRILL

250 W. Santa Clara St.
Open 6 rn.-12.30 pin. Mon.-Sat.

Special Breakfast
Complete Dinners
Sandwich Lunch
With Salad 47c

Serving San Jose for over 30 years

Ole &ery aniaa.c. afiege Alm
011M10Inell Qte OireoVeJ711,9

ICEROYS

are Smoother

Eva Cazzaniga, senior music
major, is playing the carols at
1:20 and 4:20 p.m. each day.
In addition, tape-recorded music
will be heard from the Music
Building at 8:20 a.m. and 7:20 p.m.
The tapes will fc .lure the A Capella Choir under toe direction of
William Erlendso i, Lssociate professor of music, a ii d the brass
choir, led by Dr. Forrest J. Blaird,
associate professor of music.

Yule Offer Issued
Foreign students who would like
to share Christmas in the home of
an Ame.rican family should contact Phillip Persky, foreign student adviser, in K 211. by 3 p.m.
Wednesday.

Alpha Eta Rho will meet tonight

%11-

DRIVE IN

Students To Study
To Yuletide Music
As Holiday Nears

Journalism Prof
Receives Medal

Attendance forms for December may be signed by Korean
Veterans in Room 122 today or
tomorrow according to Mrs.
Slur Rankin, secretary, Vets neglecting to sign before the
may sign Jan. 3-4.

HomeKatherine
Ee ProfYcung,
Chairman
assistant

A movie of the life of Montgomery will be shown in the
Speech and Drama Building sometime in January, he said, to encourage campus interest in the rebuilding project. Also, a model
of the plane, pictures and manuscripts will be exhibited in the
library.

HS E. SANTA CLARA ST.

After the glider is completely
rebuilt and displayed in San Jose,
Western Society of Naturalists it will be returned to Santa
meeting at the University of Cali- Clara’s Engineering Department,
fornia at Santa Barbara Thurs- Miller said.
day, Friday and Saturday.
Dr. Tilden is one of several SJS
natural science professors who will
attend the gathering. Others include Dr. James P. Heath, professor of zoology : Dr. John P.
Harville, associate professor o f
The Christmas spirit officially
biology; Dr. L. Richard Mewaldt,
invaded the San Jose State Colassistan professor of zoology; Dr.
lege campus yesterday when
Paul Freeman, assistant professor
Christmas music was played on
of physiology: Dr. G. A. McCallum.
the Tower chimes. The chimes will
head of the Biological Science
continue to play Christmas music
Department: a n d possibly Dr.
through today and Wednesday.
Henry Weston, assistant professor

Members of Sigma Kappa and
Delta Sigma Phi will entertain
and serve refreshments to orphaned children from two county receiving homes tonight.
One of the DSPs will play
Santa Claus, and the two groups of biology.
will combine f o r caroling. In
These meetings," Dr. Mewaldt
charge of the affair are Laura
said, "offer an opportunity for
Jane Meredith and Bob Facciano.
West Coast scientists to present
results of recent research for critical evaluation and comment by
their fcow scirntists."
Three symposiums --one on plant
Charles V. Kappen, associate cytology, one on the development
professor of journalism, w a s of aspects of tissue incompatibility
awarded one of two "Medals of and one on algae physiology and
Merit" last month at the Con- biochemistrywill be included in
vention of the California State the three-day gathering.
Numismatic Association in Santa
The meeting is being held this
Barbara. Mr. Kappen received his year in conjunction with the
medal for editing "Calcoin News," Pacific Section of Society of Genthe coin collecting association eral Physiologists,
magazine. since January, 1950. Dr.
Calvert L. Emmons, founder of
the association, received the other
medal.

Vets Sign Forms

Cation

flights. The daredevil was killed
In the crack-up.

Re-construction work on the
glider will begin about mid-January if Santa Clara officials are
willing,
according to Jerry MiUer,
In 1905 the aircraft was crashed
vice-president of both IAS and
by Daniel Maloney, a dare-devil
AER. The craft will be brought
parachutist, after 49 successful
to the SJS Aeronautics Department for operations. Miller estimated that approximately 2490
man hours will be put in on the
project.
the Student Affairs Business OfApproximately 15 members of
fice, Room 16, by 5 p.m. Wednesthe t w o aero organizations, in
day Dec. 19, in order to be eligible
for the club races or hold office their spare hours, will do most
of the work, Miller said. They
in the club.
"Paying your dues n o w will will rebuild the craft with matermake it much easier to plan for ials donated by various aircraft
the Soda Springs trip the second firms and local groups.

Science Prof To Discuss Bird Life
At Naturalists Meeting This Week

Ed. Chief Visitor

after p.m.

We Give S&H Green Stamps
strike. Grim-faced Hungarians watch Russian tanks
stationed on the main street. (International)

Skiers Elect Club Chairman,
Representatives At Meeting

Pat Base was elected program
chairman at the San Jose State
Ski Club’s meeting last week. Lee
Bailey and Nancy Harris were
elected representatives at large.
Jim Paine. of the Stanford Sport
Shop. spoke to the group on skis
and bindings. During the talk he
remarked, "The saftey binding ana
the Head ski are the only original
American contributions to skiing."
Students were reminded by
Dick Alcock, club president, that
Tom Franklin, long-time radio they must pay their $3 dues in
and television newsman, wid explain how information is gathered,
edited and telecast d:rring an address tomorrow morninA at 8:30
o’elock in Room 39.
The effects of human settleThe program is under the direction of Gordon Greb, assistant pro- ment on the bird life of a suburban
fessor of journalism. and is being area will be discussed by Dr.
sponsored by the Journalism-Ad- James Tilden, associate professor
vertising Department, headed by of entomology, at t h e annual

Weil furnished, newly decorated
two-bedroom apt. available to faculty only. No students. Twin beds,
electric range, ample closets, priMiss Dorothy Schnell, chief of
vate entrance, good size living rm. the Bureau of Home Economics of
Adjoins campus Shown by apI h e California Department of
pointment. CL 8-4038.
Education. visited San Jose State
Four quiet men students. One blk. on Thursday. She was the guest
to college. $25 ea. CY 2-2152.
of Dr. Margaret C. Jones, direcDeRoom and board next semester at tor of the Home ’Economics
portment. They conferred on the
Holiday Hall. 391 S. 5th St.
subject of home economics education.
WANTED
Male student to share 2 lx1rrn
furn. house and carport. $40 a
month. CY 5-6009
7

WONDER CLEANERS

Aero Groups To Reconstruct Glider

Dr. Dwight Bente!.
Franklin currently handles San
Francisco productions of "Wide
, Wide World," the "Life Magazine
of the television world." A veteran
of 20 years in the radio-television
news field, he has worked for all
three of the major networks. according to Greb.
Franklin is the author of a
text dealing with radio-journalism
entitled "Broadcasting the News,"
a newly published book in use by
the Journalism-Advertising Department.
The addreis will be open to the
public, Oreb announced.

Save S $

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD

Electrical and mechancal engineers will find a large number
of openings because of the advancement of automation. The
electronics engineers will estab- NEW FIGHTING ERUPTSBudapest becomes a
lish the controls for automation, battle ground again in the wake of a general
while the mechanical engineers
will design the machines used in
automation.

intricate physical theoties them- several times the strength of
steel and concrete of the same
selves.
Answering the question of where thickness.
the demand for the different types
Experimentation has proven
of engineers originates, Dr. Lore!! that a wall of plastic can be made
stronger by the bombardment of
gamma rays given off in controllCallaway’s Crystal ed
amounts by atomic piles. This
bombardment also can be used to
Creamery
insulate a %all of plastic.
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,

Jeanette McDonald anti Marie
are co-chairmen for
the party. Arrangements for the
refreshments were made by Nancy
Williams and Alice Carr. Mary
Kaye Menett and Jeanne Norton
are planning the games.

Spartans !

employment boom primarils because of the S341 million federal
highway project, Another factor
Is that each new building needs
the services of civil engineers.

The mechanical engineers also
are faced with a new field of gas
turbine production. According to
Dr. Loren, the auto industry may
be revolutionized by the changeover to turbines.
-The plastics industry could
"The dividing line between engineering and pure science is nar- deselop into the biggest boon%
rowing," stated Dr. \V. W. Lor- any industry has ever experell, associate professor of en- ienced." Dr. Loren declared. Regii.eering. Dr. Lorell said that search h a s ads:meet’ to t he
engineers a r e becoming lesslike stage where a layer of plastic
model builders and are delving in has been deseloped equal to

E. Santa Clara

will be entertained by members of
Phi Mu this evening f r 0 in 6-8
o’clock. The Phi Mus plan to make
this Christmas party a yearly
phi Iant hrophy pmject.

spolca of three indi . tibial divisions
of engineers.
(lb il engineers ill find an

Currently, 26.000 engineers
are being graduated from the
nations colleges. The industry
demand for engineer+ k approximately 40.000 throughout the
countrs, ghing each engineer
chance to select his employment.

7th &

A group of mothers and their

children from a local welfare home I Ann Richit

Student

FREE GAS
6c Off
Per Gallon
YOU SAVE 6c
A GALLON

Association

will meet tonight at 7 o’clock at
99 S. 11th St.
Spartan Spinners will meet tonight at 8 o’clock in the YWCA
gym. All interested persons are
invited to attend.
VI amen’s Athletic Association
will elect officers today and Wednesday from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. Votes way be cast in the
equipment Office of the Women’,
Gym.

MEET YOU
AT THE COOP

Twice As
Many Filters
AS THE OTHER TWO
LARGEST-SELLING FILTER BRANDS

robe:ice;

_ITER

COMPARE!
60.8076,/z. rasa

Howmany filters in your
filter tip f (Remember
the more filters the
smoother the tostH

eroy

Drive ƒ11 nd buy 5, 10 or 15 gal.
Ions of gas t regular prics and
gat I. 2 or 3 vilrrm bsolufely
FREE for each 5 purchased.

COOP and COFFEE
It’s a tradition
just like going
to class

BECAUSE ONLY VICEROY
HAS 20,000 FILTERS

(--1.11-ifi

20% OFF ON ALL OILS
20% STATION

4th & William
Sts.
usaminƒ

A

VICE51c7Ct
ip
Cjater

Brood C
0411
cit
-00

Viceroy’s exclusive filter is mode
from pure cellulosesoft, snow-white,
019611, natural!
brew.

Withrow., A’ be,

ƒ

